
Your next step towards greatness



WHO WE ARE

Floodgate is a top-tier seed-stage venture capital firm located in Silicon Valley with a track record 

of early investments such as Lyft, Twitch, and Twitter.
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+ other Floodgate team members, entrepreneurs, and industry experts

Reactor will be led by:
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WHAT IS REACTOR

Mission 
 Reactor is a program to ignite the founders of the future.

Who is it for 
 The strongest entrepreneurial focused students. 

How large is the program 
 A cohort of 10 teams of 2 ppl

Do you receive funding 
 Yes, your incorporated company will receive a $50k seed investment (as a SAFE)

How long does it run and where is it
 Jan - May 2022: Part-time, remote
 Jun - Aug 2022: Full-time, in-person in SF Bay Area
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WHY SHOULD YOU DO REACTOR

REACTOR INFO SESSION

Build Learn Adapt



Students who are passionate about building 
You're always tinkering and trying out new ideas

Students who are NOT attached 
to a particular idea
We'll ideate, explore, and test together

Students willing to commit to building a business 
if we see potential
If you believe in an idea enough, we encourage taking a leap of faith

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR
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PROGRAM DETAILS

Jan - May
Connect

$50k

STAGES SCHEDULE FUNDING

Part-time
Remote

Seed investment in 
each company for 

2.5% equity
(as a SAFE)

Jun - Aug
Full-time
In-person

SF Bay Area

Explore

Build

Connect and build 
relationships

Explore ideas, interview 
customers, learn

Build product, test, iterate
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APPLICATION LOGISTICS

Oct 1 Oct 10 Oct 13/14 Oct 22

Application
submission

deadline

Notified of 
interview

Interviews will be 
held on

Notified of final
decisions

Review Interview Decide

Apply at www.floodgate.com/reactor

APPLICATION STAGES
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Do I have to be 
a current 
student to 
apply?

You should either be a current 
enrolled student, a student on a 
LOA, or a recent grad, but not full-
time employed.

FAQS

MORE FAQS CAN BE FOUND AT FLOODGATE.COM/REACTOR



Do I need to 
have an idea?

No, this program is about exploration, 

iteration, and testing product market fit. Even 

if you have an idea, we believe it is likely to 

evolve before you find traction.

FAQS

MORE FAQS CAN BE FOUND AT FLOODGATE.COM/REACTOR



Can I apply as 
an individual?

Yes, but we have a strong preference for 

teams.

FAQS

MORE FAQS CAN BE FOUND AT FLOODGATE.COM/REACTOR



Do I have to be 
in SF for the 
summer?

Yes! You will receive $50k in funding and we 

anticipate you'll use a portion of that for living 

expenses. Cohort learning in-person is a key 

part of our program. 

FAQS

MORE FAQS CAN BE FOUND AT FLOODGATE.COM/REACTOR



What if I'm an 
international 
student?

We welcome international students to apply, 

but it is your responsibility to ensure all visa 

requirements are met.

FAQS

MORE FAQS CAN BE FOUND AT FLOODGATE.COM/REACTOR



Learn more and apply at www.floodgate.com/reactor

Contact us at reactor@floodgate.com if you have additional questions!




